Following an original idea of Bacr, since then several times applied to various small molecular collisional systems. it is shown that -whatever the choice of Curvilinear generalized coordinates to describe the molecular gometry and owxall rotation -the algebraic fmmework proposed by Baer remains valid provided only that the esnct tensorhl expression of the kinetic energy operator is used.
A few years ago, Smith [l] introduced a procedure to transform the adiabatic electronic states into diabatic states, for the atom-atom case. Baer extended this procedure to the atom-diatom collision [24] and applied it successfully in various cases [5, 6] _ According to this procedure, the transformation matrix (called below G) is obtained as a solution of a firstorder vector differential equation: V*G+T(')G=O, where V is the vectorial covariant gradient operator in terms ofN nuclear coordinates and T(l) is a vector matrix the elements of which are antisymmetric.
The matrices G and T(l) have the number of electronic states into play as order (v) .
Eq.
(1) has a unique solution when, and only when, each pair of the component matrices of T(l) fulfis a special condition [2] which, in its turn, determines a special algebra for G. The solution was discussed for In all the above cases (including ref. [3] in which the collision is elegantly treated in three dimensions by introducing various quasi-momentum operators for the angular momentum and its components, cf. eq. (3.6) in ref. [3] ), the kinetic energy operators do not involve crossed quadratic terms. The purpose of the present note is to show that -whatever the set of atrviliwar generalized coordinates to describe the molecular geometry and overall rotation and, thus, resorting to the most general espression of the kinetic energy operator Let ;L I-atom molecular system be described in the ~lilean center-of-mass frame (~parallcl to the space I& frame) with the help of U -6 internal coordiwtes CJ = {r, i (i = I_____ 31 -6)) and let 3 Euler ;1n$s 0 = {+, 0, ~1 account for the angular position of the bodv-fixed frame relative to the center-ofin3ss frlirnc. After clirnination of tlie nuclear centerof-mass motion. the total hamiltonian reads
\vbere P" is the nuclear kinetic operator (cspressed in terms of all the 31 -3 = AT curvilinear nuclear coordinates Q = 4 00) and We1 the electronic hamiltoni~n at iised nuclei (espresscd in terms of cartesian electronic coordinates). 
where:
is a multiplicative operator, and @y(Q) is the contravarianr expression of the metric tensor of the transformation _I-" =+(Q), where I* (cr = 1, 2,__., 31) denote the 31 mass-wei&ted carresim coordinates of the nuclei in the center-of-mass frame. In matrix notation, g-y(Q) can be expressed as a (3Z-3) X (3Z-3) symmetrical matrix: Matris G is chosen so that the coefficient of Vi')a. in eq. (14) is identically zero:
It should be emphasized here that eq. (10) is a generalization of Baer's eq. (7) in ref. [2] , but with exactly the same structure_ The use of the gradient operator has just been rationalized with the help of some tenserial algebra. It should also be kept in mind that in The total wavefunction can now be expanded over other sets of electronic basis functions, the so-called diabatic representations:
which strictly is the same as eq, (16) From the fact that. in this case. Apart from these remarks. the quanta1 eq. (27) is very interesting as it allows one to establish the validity of a semiclassical model based on trajectories driven either by diabatic potential energy surfaces or adiabatic surface plus surface hoppings, under the onl~~ condirion &at the kinetic energy [TnUJ of the hamiltonian used is cowerr@ expressed according to rhe set of coordimates [either Cartesian or curui~incar~ used to describe the nuclear motion [ 
